Access World Terminals B.V.
Monacoweg 2 (harbour 9310)
4455 SZ Nieuwdorp • The Netherlands
Phone: +31 (0)113 672123 • Fax: +31(0)113 670010

TRAFFIC REGULATIONS – ACCESS WORLD TERMINALS BV
1. Follow the instructions given by Access World Terminals personnel at all times. The shovel loader
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operator can be reached on channel 12.
Road traffic legislation also applies on site.
Always follow the road signs.
Maximum road speed: 30 km/h.
Maximum speed inside buildings: 15 km/h.
The wearing of high visibility clothing and safety footwear is mandatory.
Lights must be on at all times while in the terminal.
Follow the instructions of the personnel concerning the opening of the loading space. The loading space
must remain shut unless otherwise instructed.
Never attempt to pass a shovel loader without first making eye contact with the shovel loader operator.
Parking is only permitted in the spaces that have been allocated for this.
Passengers must remain inside the truck at all times.

12. During the loading process, the driver must remain either inside the truck or within one metre of the

vehicle at all times.
13. Do not leave the truck unattended during the loading process.
14. After the truck is weighed, it must be parked neatly in the spaces allocated for this.
15. Walking on the road is prohibited. Pedestrians can walk alongside the road, on the roadside shoulder or
on the designated walking paths.
16. Pedestrians must remain outside the work zone of a moving vehicle.
17. Alcohol and drugs are prohibited in the terminal. Should personnel suspect that a driver is under the
influence of drugs or alcohol, the loading process will be prevented and the police alerted.
18. Always report incidents and any damage to the Port Facility Security Officer.






Sanctions:
Should any of the above regulations be breached, the management of Access World Terminals will issue
one of the following sanctions:
 A warning 
 Delaying of loading process until the regulations are complied with, for which the transporter must
bear any financial consequences 
 Removal from the terminal without loading taking place, for which the transporter must bear any
financial consequences 
 Temporary ban from the terminal for the driver who breached the regulations 
 Definitive ban from the terminal for the driver who breached the regulations 
I hereby declare that I have read and understood the above instructions.
Dated: ____-_____-_________
Name:_________________________________

Signature:__________________________
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